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Jaworski to Address Grad ua tes
by Howard ROsenthal
Watergate Special Proseeutor Leon Jaworski, a N'ational Law center alumnus, has accepted an invitation
to speak at the spring commencement of this year's
NLC graduating class on Sunday, May 26.
Jaworski has been declining speaking engagements
since assuming his present assignment as head of the
Watergate Special Prosecution Force. However, as he
indicated in his acceptance, this "invitation, coming
from the representatives
of an alma mater, is an
exception."
\ .
Jaworski received an LL.M. degree from George
Washington University in 1926.
A native of Waco, Texas, Jaworski received his LL.B.
degree from Baylor University in 1925 at the age of 19.
He then came to Washington, where he was employed
part-time in the office of then-Representative
Tom'
Connally while attending G.W. Jaworski subsequently
joined the Houston law firm of Fulbright, Crooker,
Freeman and Bates.
A colonel in the U.S. Army during World War II,
Jaworski was active in the'·'prosecution of Nazi war
criminals, serving as Chief of the War Crimes Trial
Section _of the Judge Advocate General Department.

He returned to private law practice in Houston after
the w~r. In 1960, Jaworski represented
Lyndon
Johnson in the litigation which enabled Johnson to run'
for Vice President while simultaneously seeking reelection as a United States Senator.
Two years later, at the request of Attorney General
Robert Kennedy, Jaworski pressed contempt charges
against Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett, as a result
of the governor's attempt to prevent the desegregation
of the University of Mississippi.
In 1965, Jaworski was appointed to the Permanent
Court of Arbitration. He has als~ served on the Pres ident's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, and on the President's Commission
on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, and was
special counsel to the Warren Commission investigating
the assassination of President Kennedy.
Jaworski is a past president of the Texas 'and
American Bar Associations, and of the American
College of Trial Lawyers.
Prior to his appointment as Watergate Special Prosecutor, Jaworski was the senior partner in the Houston
law firm of Fulbright, Crooker, and Jaworski, the fourthlargest law firm in the nation.

Leon Jaworski takes oath of office as Watergate Special
Prosecutor.
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Three Candidates Viefor SBA Presidency
....

List of Candida tes
All candidates for SBA offices are listed below in the order in
which they will appear on the election ballot. (Write-in votes will
also be permitted.)
PRESIDENT (vote for one) ,
Dan Scott Mangold, Frank Gumpert, Tomas Garza
DAY VICE PRESIDENT (vote for one)
Scott Paseltiner
NIGHT VICE PRESIDENT (vote for one)
Daniel Curran
~
DAY CLASS OF 1976 REPRESENTATIVES (vote for four)
Marcia Hughes, John Shapleigh, Oliver Long, Ellen Peter, Ross
Delston
DAY CLASS OF 1975 REPRESENTATIVES (vote for three)
Roberto Andreos, David Manning, Craig Schiller
AT·LARGE REPRESENTATIVES (vote for five)
Susie Foreman, Roy Baldwin, Louis Francis, Judd Kutcher,
Wendell Lueker, Mike Brourrnan, John Gunther
NIGHT CLASS OF 1977 REPRESENTATIVES (vote for one)
Charles Micoleau
NIGHT CLASS OF 1976 REPRESENTATIVES (vote for one)
Richard Burr
NIGHT CLASS OF 1975'R,EPRESENTATIVE (vote for one)
Fred Souk

More SBA Election
News on pp. 6-8
The candidates' platform as published in this special election issue
of The Advocate were submitted by the candidates in their behalf.
For The Advocate's position on the election, see the editorial on page
4.

Tomas Garza

Frank Gumpert

As candidates for the positions'
The reputation of the NLC is
of President, Day Vice-President,
improving. So says the adminisand· Night Vice-President, we'
tration. I don't think so. Why?
feel that the SBA should be both
Because the administration remore visible and more forceful in
fuses to improve facilities with
promoting students' needs. To
available money from increased
tuition and rising enrollment,
illustrate this point, the book
exchange should be continued
because faculty members that
resign or take leaves of absence
and improved. Social activities
are not replaced, and with the
such as a spring picnic or an end
of the year festival should be
shortage of professors, we get
'over-crowded
classrooms and
considered.
.unmanageable
student-faculty
We envision the SBA taking a
ratios.
Obviously,
the SBA and
very active role in the adminiits members cannot affect many
stration of the National Law

Dan Mangold
I am a second year day stu-.
dent. Last year I attended night
law school. I received my bachelor of arts degree in 1971. Upon
my graduation in 1975 I plan to
attend medical school.
I will accomplish the following:
1) Establish a law. students'
book store with prices based
u on cost.

Center. To accomplish this role,
all SBA Committees and FacultyStudent Committees must work

In addition, the SBA should
become more involved in University affairs. The National Law
Center is a part of the University
as a whole, and the actions of the
University affect each and every
one of us.
[Please Turn to P. 2, Col. 2)

nee e c anges, mam y ecause
it is powerless to alter any
existing . contractual
relation'
ships. Yet there is much that an
active SBA President can do to
put constant pressure on the
administration
and faculty to
become more responsive to the
needs of the professional -students that pay thousands of
dollars for adequate preparation
for a career and service to our
(Please Turn to P. 2, Col. 4)

There are no great barriers to
the establishment of a law students' book store. Such a storewill operate during the first
three weeks of each semester,
the period during which the vast
majority of textboks and hornbooks are purchased. There will
be no rent, no wages, and no
prices above cost.
Demand for many texts is
readily predictable. Over 1500
students attend our law' school.
Over 250 are first year day
students. First year day students
require texts in contracts, torts,
criminal law, legal writing, prop(Please Turn to P. 2, Col. 4)
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Mangold Platform

"

Garza Runs with Slate
V.P. Candida tes,
Daniel Curran
Daniel A. Curran is announcing his candidacy for the Night
Vice President Office of the
Student Bar Association. During
his service of two years as Night
Representative. he has pursued a
program of improving the quality
of life for night students at the
National Law Center. The areas
specifically addressed have been
the curriculum scheduling prob-lerns, opportunity for clinical
programs- and the general availability of university services for
the night students. He hopes to
continue this effort to provide
useful information for night
students by using the Advocate
as a forum. He has previously
worked closely with the current'
slate .of officers and representatives to provide a proper perspective for SBA activities. A
continuing dialogue is planned.

Scott Paseltiner

[Continued from Page 1]
Most important, we want the
SBA to be an effective focal point
for resolving student grievances
and achieving concrete results.
Below is a, more detailed discussion of our platform.
In addition to ourselves. Judd
Kutcher. Susie Foreman. Roy
Baldwin. John Shapleigh. Ross
Delston, Marcia Hughes. Oliver
Long. and David Manning. candidates for at-large, 3rd year. and
2nd year representatives. helped
prepare
this
platform
and
pledged to accomplish 'these
goals.
PLATFORM
I Services
(A) The
book exchange
should be continued and .irn-.
proved.
(B) 'The course evaluation,
project should be continued.
(C) Social activities need improvement.
(D) Medical facilities and insurance programs need' revision.
(E) All physical facilities
need continuous improvements.
(F) A speakers forum committee should be established.
(G) More lockers are needed
in the school.
(H) Library facilities need
to be improved.
II Academic Improvements
(A) A faculty. student. or
faculty-student advisor syst~m.
should be established.
(B) There should be strict
compliance by the faculty with
the student right to take any
elective course on a credit-no
credit basis.
(C) Instructors need to increase their feedback to students
with respect to examinations

[Continued from Page 1)

(e.g.• the return of exams and the
posting of a model answer).
III Curriculum
(A) Course
distribution
needs re-evaluation (i.e.• a better
balance of courses offered during
spring and fall semesters).
(B) Courses and professors
available for night students need
improvement.
(C) The exam schedule requires some improvement.
IV Administration
(A) Registration needs some
revision to prevent some of, the
confusi~n and closed-out. sections.
(B) The Admissions Committee should include a student
member with voting power.
(C) Recognizing the growing
importance of clinical courses"
the, Cr:NCr hours should. be increased
for strictly
clinical
courses.
V Grades
(A) A student review board
should be established to review
grading discrepancies.
(B) Some
constructive
changes in the present' grading
system need to be implemented.
(C) Grading discrepancies in
the first year sections require
some investigation to provide
equitable grading between sections.
VI Placement
(A) Discrimination aga}nst
women and minorities by employers using our placement
office should be investigated and
abolished.
(B) We should search for
avenues to improve summer job
and permanent job possibilities.

erty, constitutional law. and civil
procedure.
Free space is available. Law
school customarily begins before
the undergraduate division in the
fall, Last semester. law school
classes began on August 27th.
undergraduate classes began on
September 10th.
A law student can easily spend
'$100 a year on texts and
hornbooks. A law students' book
store will significantly reduce
such expenditures.
I will seek the following:
2) Improve parking facilities
for night law students.
There are about 400 night law
students at the National Law
Center. As a night law student·
last year. I know that finding a
parking space between 5:15 and
5:45 can be very frustrating.
Whatever an 8BA president can
do to alleviate the problem. I
will.
.
3) Put pressure
upon the
administration to allocate scholarships on the basis of need.
4) Establish a regional group of
law school student representatives to coordinate. rationalize.
and _ propagate the growth of
clinical law programs dealing
with mental health. criminal ,
consumer, and landlord-tenant
law.
Such a re-gional group coordinating clinical law activities
might include the National Law
Center. Georgetown University
-Law School. Catholic University
Law School. Antioch Law School,
and the University of Virginia.
This goal is the most worthwhile and the most difficult to
attain. It entails working- with

representatives of numerous law
school student bodies: coordinat_
ing the clinical pr0KI'ams of law
schools which have such pr
grams. stimulating others Whic~
don't to establish them. The
premise behind such a goal is
simple: clinical law programs
provide useful experience, accomplish a great deal of good
and require
relatively smali
expenditures of capital.
There are over 100 law schools
in the United States. About 40
consistently
produce lawyers
worthy of the name. Some of
these 40 or so schools have
clinical law programs. others are
developing them. Such programs
provide legal representation for
those individuals who need it
most and who have least access
to it. There is a great difference
bet$'een no legal presence and
even minimal legal representa.
tion, a greater difference still if
such representation is known to
be competent and alert.
The St. Elizabeth's project
provides legal representation for
the patients of St. Elizabeth'
Hospital. It is one of two such
projects in the country. It has a
tremendous impact upon hundreds of people a year-helping
insure that a patient receives
, some form of medical treatment
and helping to prevent illegal
infringements upon a patient's
rights. If we can help a clinical
law program such as that at St.
Elizabeth's six months earlier
than it might have been-be it in
mental health. criminal. consumer. or landlord-tenant law-we
will have assisted an extremely
large number of individuals wh~
could use help from the law's
better side.

,Gumpert PIa tform

EVERY AVAILABLE AID
•
FOR THE LAW STUDENT

O.

GILBERTSLAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE .LAW 'SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE, Ol)TLlNES .
HORNBO iKS
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[Continued from Page 1 J
changing society. While the class
and at- large representatives
reo
fleet the voices of the students. I
hope to work with them. to
pressure the administratiorr- to
work with the students. to seek
support among the faculty for
needed reforms in use of reo
sources,
student-faculty
relations. and grading.
I will seek support from the
Representatives for a vast overhaul in the class schedules
- offered. now being prepared for
n.ext year's class pre-registrattion, Along with this will go'
much needed alterations of the
registration process that unnec, essarilydemands hours of stand.
ing in line to enroll in classes
that. more often than not, one
has already pre-registered for.
I have already sought. through
, the ~aculty, to require professors
to diSCUSSexams with students
after grades are posted. This
may have Some logistic problems-some
professors
have
hundreds of students in a given
.
s~mes~er. many others are actI~ely mvolved in,government or
privata practice-but the posting
of general answers and meth d
of det~rmining grades. and ~h:
~eturmng of blue books for those
mterested in Some feedback as to

n:::..o:::-
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understanding of the course (as
some faculty members do) pre,sent minor, almost insignificant.
distractions from a profesor's
schedule. The faculty need not
tolerate a student complaining
that an answer is worth one point
more than credited: yet mathematical errors in grading should
be adjusted, and any serious
misunderstandings
as to a portion of the exam or content of the
course should be clarified as part
of the educational experience.
Grading reform is an endless
topic of discussion in the SBA
and among the faculty. Adjustments have been made. yet the
extremes in grading reached in
"the first year class last semester
show that change is necessary in
different ways. I feel that a per·
centile system should be established similar to that of the
LSAT or Civil Service Entrance
Exam. Under such a system,
each section of each course
offered can be compared to itself,
then. for example. the highest
average percentile in one section
will be viewed equally with the
highest percentile of another
section although. in grade point
average. a large discrepancy
between the sections exists.
There is much work to be
done. I seek your support for my
efforts to serve you and the NLC.
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Placement Previews '74 Job Prospects
alumni in the area may prove
The following figures are based on the February and June 1973
useful. (The NLC Alumni Direcgraduating classes. Of these 381 graduates (58 in February and
tory contains a geographical
,334 .In June) approximately 60% reported their plans to the
index). Having some contact in
Placement Office as indicated below:
the area could .provide access to
Law firm practice
81
information on job opportunities
Government
which are not being generally
Federal
60
publicized.
•
State
13
One new.trend which may help
Clerkships
future classes is the increased
. U.S. Court of Appeals
2
dissemination of information a, ' U.S. District Court 15
mong law placement directors.
U.S. Tax Court
1
The National Association for
U.S. Court of Claims
3
Law Placement now' plans a
State
13
national compilation of statistics
8
on job opportunities and salaries _ Corporation (legal)
Accounting firm
2
for law school graduates. The
,Legal Services
7
Group on Alternative Law PraeGraduate (legal)
2
, tices plans to publish a directory
Fellowships
1
of alternative law practice oppor.Capitol
Hill
2
tunities.
Other
directories
and
by Ray Kimball
Trade Associateions
1
placement information are alThe final round of the Van Vleck Appellate Court Case Club UpperMilitary
ready available in the NLC Placeclass Competition will be held next Friday, February 15, in Building
JAG
4
ment Office.
. "C", 22nd and "G" Streets, N.W., at 8:00 pm, The two finalist teamsOili~
3
More students
than ever
Samuel Halpern and Stephen Plambeck against Steven Cantor and
Miscellaneous
5'
Michael Grow-survived
two elimination rounds to reach the most 'before are now utilizing the
Still
available
14
Placement
Office's
services.
prestigious event in NLC Moot Court competition.
Thus, the new and larger PlacePlambeck and Halpern have not been defeated in the seven moot
ment Office facilities are proving
International Studerit ID Card
court rounds they have argued since entering the First Year competiEurailpass
-Britrail Pass
tion in J anuary.of 1973. They won the First Year Competiton in 1973. to be a great advantage. Mrs.
Hiner regards the allocation of
.Cantor and Grow's consistent brief writing skills and high scoring oral
RESERV ATIONS
this additional space as evidence
arguments earned them 'second place after the qualification rounds.
" TICKETS
of the NLC administration's conTheir third victory in this year's semi-finals indicates that the Final
EVERYWHERE
cern
for
and
willingness
to
help
Round will be a strong and very closely matched competition.
in placement efforts.
The Hon. George E. MacKinnon, of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
Mrs. Hiner has requested that
the District of Columbia, will head the final round panel. The finalists
students notify the Placement
will argue the constitutionality of federal criminal convictions for
Ground Floor
Office when they do get jobs,
showing allegedly obscene material over a Cable Television access
MARVIN CENTER
since such information will serve
channel. Students and the public are invited to attend this Final
FREE SERVICE
to benefit future NLC students
Round Competition, and a reception for contestants and judges which
CALL 659-2968
FREE SERVICE
seeking employment.
will follow the argument.
by Howard Rosenthal
NLC Placement Director Lynn
Hiner is optimistic about the employment prospects of the June
1974 graduating class:
In an interview last week, Mrs.
Hiner stated that "everybody
should be able to get a job, although some students may not
have jobs by graduation."
She stressed that, while most
large firms have already finished
interviewing candidates, many
smaller firms will not even consider hiring anyone this far in
advance, preferring to wait until

the applicant is actually ready to
begin working next summer.
Mrs. Hiner emphasized that
now is the proper time for a jobseeker to organize his search, to
decide on his interests, make
lists of potential employers, and
begin checking the availability of
jobs.
For students seeking jobs outside the Washington area, success in finding a job will generally require actually being present in the desired area. Mass
mailings are likely to be of little
value, but. contact with GW

Moot. Court Events

!

LONG COURSE
Starts March 7-ApriI27,1974
in preparation for

District of Columbia • Maryland • Virginia
• Pennsylvania
• Multistate
Washington D.C.'s Oldest and Most Experienced Bar Review School
Over 21,000 Nacrelli Students are
.. members ofthe Bar
, • The Course covers the multistate subjects andall other general law
subjects given in theDistrict, Maryland, Virginia and Pennsylvania
Bar examinations. All lectures are live.
-students may alternate day andevenirigsessions.
Long Course
students will continue in the summer program. All of the Long
Course subjects will be reviewed again in the summer courses,
including also the local lCiWS of the District, Maryland and Virginia

Day Course-Thursday and Friday, 1 :30 ·p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a. m.to noon
Evening Course-s Thursday and Friday, 6:30 p.m.-8:30
p.m. and saturdayto a.m. to noon

.. and five multiple choice tests.
-Student!> enrolled in the Long Course may attend any and all of the
lectures offered throughout the summer program at no additional
cost. The fee for the Long Course, including the summer course, is
$220, plus a refundable deposit of $5.00 on classroom question
books. A deposit of $125 enables the student to receive.the law.
summaries in advance.
"

Summer Course Program
--District

of Columbia--

STANDARD DAY AND EVENING COURSES-June
11-July
25,1974
Day Course-Monday
through Friday from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm
Evening Course-Monday
through Friday from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
INTENSIVE THREE-WEEK COURSES-June
11-July
2; and
July 2-July
25,1974 Monday.through Friday from 1:30 pm to 3:30
pm and 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
ELEVEN-DAY COURSE-July
11,-July 25, 1974; Mon. through FrL;
three sessions daily.
The FEE for any of the courses is $22O,plus $5 refundable deposit. Students may alternate day and evening sessions.

____

Pennsylvania.,----

STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1:30 pm t03:3O pm starts June 26 arid
ends July 25; the Evening Course, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts
June 11 and ends July 10,
,
. .
ELEVEN-DAY COURSE-July
11-July
25. Monday through Friday,
twice daily.
The Fee for any of the courses is $150.00, plus a refundable $5 deposit.

-----

~aryland

Vi rg inia --~--:...-

STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 17 and
ends July 25; the Evening Course, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts
June 11 and ends July 19. Classes are held Mon. through Fri. Starting JUly 15 through July 19, Maryland classes will also be held from
8:30 pm to 10:15 pm.
INTENSIVE THREE-WEEK COURSE starts July 2 and ends July 25.
Classes are held daily, 1:30 pm, 6:30 pm, and 8:30 pm, as indicated
above.

STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1 :30 p~ t03:3O pm starts June 17 and
ends July 25; the Evening Course, from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts
June 11 and ends July 19, Classes are held Monday through Friday.
Starting June 24 through July 12, Virginia classes will also be held
8:30 pm to 10:15 pm.
'
INTENSIVE COURSES-June
11-July 12; and June 24-July
22, 1974
Classes are held Monday through Friday from 1 :30 pm, 6:30 pm and
8:30 pm, as indicated above.

The FEE for any of the courses is $220, plus a refundable
Students may alternate day and evening sessions.

The FEE for any of the courses is $220, plus $5 refundable
Students may alternate day and evening sessions.

$5 deposit.

deposit.

---'-"'-Multistate-' -~DAY COURSE-June
28-July
25 from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm; Evening
Course from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm June 11-July
8. Monday through
"
Friday,
'
" ELEVEN-DAY COURSE-July
11-July
25, Twice daily.
The FEE for any of the courses is $125, plus $5 refundable
, Additional subjects prorat~.

depcslt.

All lectures are live, except the taped morning lectures in the eleven-day
to 12 noon during the eleven-day course. All courses include the multistate
courses. All students may attend the taped morning lectures from 10 a.m.
section of the examlnatlon.
NACRELLI BAR REVIEWSCHOOL
1334 "G" STREET, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202)347-7574
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The SBA Election
The outgoing Student Bar Association leaves -behind a
legacy of relatively few accomplishments already completed
in its abbreviated term. Much remains to be done by the
new SBA, to be "elected next week.
In view of the opportunities for action which await ~he
new SBA it is encouraging indeed that the apathy which
dominated
last year's election has been significantly
reduced this year.
Last year, only an unexpected last minute pr~sidential
candidacy prevented the ignominy of the. election of a
completely uncontested slate. In addition, th~re were only
three-candidates for the five at-large seats. This year, there
are seven candidates for the- five seats, and three candidates
running for the presidency.
_
Thus, the student body has an opportunity to cho?se its
representatives this year, not merely to endorse or Ignore
unopposed candidates.-;
.
We believe that the choice for president of the SBA IS
clear. Only one candidate for that office has previously
demonstrated
his concern for the interests of the NLC
student body by his service in the SBA.
.
Unlike his opponents,
Tom Garza
has practical
experience as a member of the SBA. In addition, he has
served commendably as president ofthe G.W. chapter of La
Raza. Under his administration,
the new SBA should be
able to complete the tasks begun by the present SBA.
We also endorse the candidacies of Scott Paseltiner and
Dan Curran for day and night vice president. Like Garza,
both have already been of service to the student body, and
deserve the chance to continue to serve.

LeonJaworski
Leon Jaworski's acceptance of an invitation t-o speak at
this year's NLC commencement
represents the finest
achievement
of this year's Student Bar Association.
Jaworski is one commencement speaker whose views are
sure to be of interest to the graduates.
Jaworski
was already
one of -the NLC's
most
distinguished
alumni, even before his appointment: as
Watergate
Special Prosecutor
made him a national
celebrity. His acceptance of the invitation to speak here,
while he is declining other such invitations, is a clear indication of his high regard for his alma mater.
This reminder that so distinguished an attorney is an
alumnus of this school is certain to enhance the public
image of the National Law Center. Such favorable publicity
is bound to benefit us all.
We congratulate the SBA Speakers' Committee, headed
by Karen Radius, on its accomplishment in obtaining this
year's commencement speaker.

Writefor US!

Editor
Howard Rosenthal
News Editor
Chuck Leone

Business Manager
Steve Converse

The opinions expressed by our columnists are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the
views of The Advocate, the National Law Center, or the George Washington University.

Elder Offers Endorsements
by Carol Elder
There is a certain abruptness
about the exit of the 1973 SBA.
We took office right before our
Spring exams and Summer vacation, so it was not until September that we really became a coordinated,
working
body. And,
with the new December
exam
schedule and the advancement
of
the general election date, we
have had the dubious distinction
of effectively serving only four
full .months as a Student
Bar
Association-the
shortest
term
in history!
The basic rationale for approving a mid-year election scheme
was to allow a new SBA the time
and· continuity
to develop and
advocate
their
positions
and,
policy initiatives.
This SBA is
leaving behind it at least five
adopted Resolutions- on grading
reform, admissions, and curriculum policies. It will be up to the
new SBA to adopt these Resolutions as their own and lobby for
faculty approval of them.
I feel that it is imperative that
an earnest and compatible group
of people are elected to SBA posi-

tions
next
Wednesday.
Tom
Garza, Scott Paseltiner
and ~an
Curran
will, I think,
provl~e
strong and effective leade:s~lp
to the SBA. Because of their mvo Iv ement in SBA affairs to date, .
they will also lend to the orgaruzation a much-needed
sense of
continuity.
Therefore,
I am
endorsing their candidacies
and
the candidacies of the members
on their slate.
Let me take this opportunity
to thank the present
members
and associates of the SBA for all
the effort and time they have devoted to SBA activities
during
my term. Particular
thanks goes
to Roslyn Hill for her work as
chairperson
of the Screening
Committee;
Larry
Maldegan,
who organized and compiled two
Academic Evaluations;
Tom Garza, who served as chairperson
of
the Grading Committee and represented
G.W. at the National
ABA Convention
last summer;
Joanne Alper, who chaired the
Academic Advisory Committee;
Craig Schiller, who helped bring
us the coffee machine, dollar bill
changer,
and
future
pastry

machines
as chairman
of the
Physical
Facilities
Committee;
Dan Curran,
who chaired the
Night Caucus; Mike Allerdice for
his thorough and thoughtful job
as Budget
Director
and VicePresident;
Ellen Kettler for her
unequalled
performance
as Recording Secretary
(no other SBA
has kept such accurate records!);
Karen Radius for her unstinting
efforts to provide and interesting
and uncommonplace
speaker's
series;
Don McClure
for his
efforts as chairperson
of the Curriculum Committee; Judd Kutcher and Mike Brourman for their
contribution
to the law school by
their management
and operation
of the revived Book Exchange;
and John Shapleigh
and Ross
Delston for their fresh and active
participation
in SEA activities as
first-year reps.
I have enjoyed
serving
as
President
of the SBA and wish
the best of luck to the new President and members
of the 1974
SBA. Moreover. I urge each and
every member of the NLC student body to support the concept
of student government
by voting
in the elections on February 13.

AYUDA Means Help
by Steve Converse
Don't despair
if you passed up the clinicalprograms at registration,
and are now finding Con.
Law or T. & E. II more stifling. than you had
imagined. Opportunities
are still available.
Here is one worth serious consideration.
The
AYUDA store front office is in urgent need of law
student volunteers to provide assistance in a wide
range of areas,
from consumer
protection
to
landlord-tenant
and immigration' problems.
As its name indicate, A YUDA is primarily aimed
at providing
services
to the Spanish-speaking
community. ("AYUDA" means "help"). However. it
also has a substantial
number of clients from
other sectors of. the community. so that it is not
necessary to speak Spanish in order to volunteer.
Credit for second and third-year
students
may
still be arranged
through
Prof.
Schwartz's
Consumer Protection course. However, the experience offered by A YUDA is not confined to that area
by any means, and can be an expanding experience
for first-year
students
as well.
Hours
are
completely adaptable to your schedule.
Originally
established
in 1971 as a project:

sponsored by G.W., AYUDA is now a communitybased service organization.
A non-profit corporation. it still retains
its affiliation
with G.W.,
although it is now independent
of the University.
Functionally,
AYUDA provides
advocacy and
legal services
to those members
of the metrocommunity who are incapacitated
or disadvantaged
in some respect because they are indigent, because
of language barriers. because of culture, or because
there are no other legal services. public or private,
available to them.
The A YUDA office is located
in a largely
Spanish-speaking
area known as Adams-Morgan
(centered around the intersection
of Columbia Rd.
and-Eighteenth
S1. in N.W. Washington).
The staff
is almost totally volunteer.
made up of community
workers.
college
students.
law students,
and
attorneys.
Beginning
later this month, AUYDA
will have its own full-time attorney.
in addition to
those who participate on a volunteer
basis.
If you would
like
additional
information
concerning the program. contact the A YUDA office
at 243611z 18th St. N.W. (387-4848). or see Professor
Schwartz in Bacon Hall.

Freedom of the Press
To the editor:
federal
court
would
ban all
other public proceedings.
sealing
As chairman of the LSD Com- t{epo~ts
of a public hearing? Is it
off public records or otherwise
mittee on' Freedom of the Press,
; )sslble under the First Amend.
choking
off public information
I have found that the area of
ment for a federal
judge
to
and harassment
of reporters
by
First
Amendment/free
press
wonder whether his judicial disany executive. legislative or judiclause rights is in jeopardy. - I
cretion extends that far, all in an
cial branch of government
or by
realize that this statement
has
effort to preserve a "fair trial"?
non-governmental
organizations.
the "scare tactics" approach, but
Is it not astounding
that a
Also any recent
legislative
or
I do not believe it is an overstatewholesale issuing of subpoenas
judicial
attempts
to use the
ment.
on news media and individual
MILLER
V. CALIFORNIA
obIt has been obvious during the
employed by them would begin
scenity
decision
in your area
last four or five years that govon both a federal and state basis, . should be noted.
ernmental pressure on the news
all in the name of "the courts
If any student at your school
media, both nationally and on a
have a right to every man's eviwould like to help with the work
local level, has been unprecedence?"
of this committee,
please have
dented. Most local courts and law
I would ask that you report all
them contact me at 15 Talmadge
enforcement
people take their
censorship efforts in your area to
Drive.
Little
Hock, Arkansas
cues from Washington. Washingme. Th!s would include attempts
72204.
ton has given no signs of discourto obtain confidential information
Jerry Glover, Chairman
agement.
and Sources of other unpublished
Committee on Frel'dom
Can it really be believed that a
information.
closing trials and
of the PresS
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M emc· kM uses..on Earthly
by Jeff Menick
Well, sports fans, any of you who have been around the
NLC long enough to remember the start of this column
may recall that its initial focus in the entertainment world
was Sports, not music. I am a self-confessed basketball
nut, with only my love of sex and food equalling my
passion for music and b-ball. Consequently, this has been
an incredibly frustating year for the armchair coach in
me.
Pat Tallent's injury obviously slowed the Colonials this
year, Thompson is another year or two away from having
the kinds of competitive teams he'll eventually get at
Georgetown, and I can't figure out what is Driesell's
problem out at Maryland.
The Terps, like the Redskins, are a disappointment
mainly because of high expectations. After an opening
game one-point defeat by. UCLA at Pauley Pavilion, it
appeared that Maryland, not N.C. State, would be the
class of the ACC. Unfortunately for Maryland, David
Thompson always performs against them like the
superstar he is, while Len Elmore and John Lucas seem
to get too tight in the big games.
So the handmaidens role continues for D.C. area fans,
as McDonald's Padres remain in San Diego arid the
Bullets _can only beat Cleveland without Unseld.
Mr. Danzansky would be well advised to hold' tight a
while before continuing to woo the racist and perhaps
anti-Semitic clubownersofthe N.L. I think the reaction to
the shaft he was given would be very negative, and may
well result in lower attendance than might otherwise be
anticipated.
.
While I have dropped restaurant reviewing' as .a
regular feature of this column, I must warn you about
what I think is now Washington's most overrated dining
spot, The Washington Palm. Probably because of its
convenience to mariy of the major law firms in town, as
well as the reputation of its owners, The Palm is second
to Sans Souci as an "in" spot. at lunch time. '

Delights&wilflf8ffftl

well as being one of the best country rock female vocalists with Gary Davis and Willie McTell stops along t'ie W8Y·
in the busines, The highlights of the' album are her Along with Bonnie Raitt, the best white blues interpreter
treatment of two of Mike Nesmith's songs, the title cut, I've heard.
"Different Drum", which first brought her to national
Speaking of the blues, Planet Waves shows how far
attention, and "Some of Shelly's Blues", which also goes Dylan has come in ten years. The album, his first for
back to the Stone Poney's era. Also a treat is Jackson
Elektra Asylum, really picks up where New Morning, the
Browne's "Rock Me On the Water." I might add that she last authorized Columbia lp, left off. Mellow tunes, sung
and Browne are scheduled to appear in concert together
in his country comfortable voice, the protests narrowed
as part of an excellent package New Era Follies has been .their focus so that only one of the tunes on the 'album,
presenting at Georgetown's Gaston Hall. Kudos to Mike . "Dirge," is likely to remind anyone of the Dylan of old.
Schreibman for some of the better booking in town
That is not to say that the Ip is unenjoyable. Dylan has
recently. That concert is slated for Wednesday, Feb. 27; become a masterful entertainer, as his concert tour has
. Also in the reissue category is an album I've been shown, and this Ip with the excellent musical
trying to get -for about three years .. Cerphe; the accompaniment of the Band is pretty entertaining. It's
WHFS-FM DJ, has a-record by Jesse Colin Young dating
just not what old folkies expect from Bob Dylan. The
back to 1964. It is called The Soul of a City Boy, and until, artist himself would probably say that it's time to move
its rerelease by Capitol, it was out of print for about six on and get to where he is, but who can afford to have five
years.
kids unless you are Bob Dylan.
I think that Court and Spark may rank as one of the
I am an admitted Youngbloods freak, particularly
partial to the earlier stuff they did on RCA, not the most interesting failures in rock, only because Joni
Warners material from the end of the group's existence. I . Mitchell does have quite enough power in her voice to
had heard many of the cuts on this Ip on Cerphe's show so make it as a rock singer. I like the album better than
anything she has done since Ladies of the Canyon. While
I can only say that having the Ip for my own is a pleasure.
Jesse has such a pleasant voice, and his choice of / the subject matter hasn't changed, she seems much less
depressed than on "Blue" and "For the Roses," and her
effort to break out of the rut she was in is to be
applauded. Her version of "Twisted," as well as toe intro
to "Raised on Robbery", the first single off the lp, draw
some inevitable comparisons to Bette Midler. Bette has
the strength that Joni lacks, but doesn't even come close
to matching the good taste of Ms. Mitchell. Another
bouquet for David Geffen's collection of Gold in the
Asylum hallways.
Since we are going through the Elektra/ Asylum
releases, I might add that while I am not a early Simon
fan, the duet that she does on her new-Hotcakes with
husband James (Taylor) is a great treatment of
"Mockingbird", the old Inezz Fox hit. Her legion of fans
can have the rest of the lp, though.

The extremely limited menu features an omelet,
traditional folk material makes this Ip a delight. In some
chopped steak, and a few sandwiches, all of which are
ways it reminds me of the early Ips Tom Rush did for
immediately forgettable. I have been there twice since I Prestige, but Jesse's silky smooth tenor add his
began working downtown in December, and on both
distinctive touch to a fine collection of tunes.
occasions found the food undistinguished, at best, and the
Also from Capitol this month came another chapter in
service abominable. They serve fried potatoes so badly Leo Kottke's effort to live down (or up) the Takoma lp, 6
burned Wise wouldn't even put them in a potato chip bag, & 12 Strong Guitar. This one is called Ice Water, and I
while bringing a salad drowned in vinegar .and oil well think it is a slight step down from the live lp, mostly
after the main courses had been served.
because the material is not quite as strong. I love to
Perhaps I'm naive, but if you or your firm are spending
watch Kottke play guitar, since he is truly a master, but
around $10 per person for:lunch, I think you ought to get on record everything begins to sound alike and as much
good food and service as well as a prestigious place to eat. as anything else, Ice Water is flat. Stick to the Takoma Ip
.
Well, it is now 1974 and the pop music field continues to and "My Feet Are Smiling."
splinter as no discernible trends develop.
Guitar picking brings me to the import Ip I picked up at
Record and Tape, Ltd. Last fall David Einstein, another
I have, however, been listening to five newly released
of WHFS' venerable jocks, started playing a live Ip by a
domestic Ips and one fairly· recent import worth
mentioning. One of the domestic releases is a sort of . blues picker named Stefan Grossman. I'd never heard
him before, but finally got R&T to order some of his
Greatest Hitts) of Linda Ronstadt, called Different
records
and he is a delight. I can't tell you anything about
Drum (Capitol 11269). Now that she has moved on to
Grossman, but ;JEM distributors does the importing and
Asylum, Capitol took some of the cuts from the albums
the excellent two record set Stefan Grossman Live! is
she did with Stone Poneys, which have been deleted
available on Transatlantic records for about $6.50.
from the catalog, and some of the better cuts from her
The material ranges 'from the traditional blues tunes
three solo Ips for Capitol, and voila, this package. •
like John Hurt's "Candyman" and Fred McDowell's
I happen to think Linda Ronstadt is a very foxy lady as "Kok?mo Blues," to his own tribute to Big Bill Broonzy,

Before I run out of room again, I have been wanting to
recommend two Ips by Argentinian Saxophonist Gato
Barbieri for a couple of months, but the long Christmas
break kept me from doing so. Gato began getting some of
the attention he has long deserved by doing the film score
for Last Tango in Paris. At the end of the year, two lp's
featuring his music were released on different labels, and
both albums were runners-up for top Ips of the year.
Impulse released Chapter One: Latin America,an
album recorded in Buenos Aires in April, 1973, featuring
Gato and a collection of "Third World" musicians playing
some instruments totally unknown to North American
jazz, bu.t no less effective for it. The rhythms are totally
hypnotic, and the sounds of all of the participants truly
exquisite.
. Bolivia, a Flying Dutchman release featuring Gato with
Airto, the best known percussionist recording recently,
Stanley Clarke, the outstanding young bassist of Chick
Corea's Return to Forever Group, and Lonnie Listen
Smith, a fine young keyboardist, has a more traditional
feel in its handling of the South American music Gato has
been composing. Pick up on either or both for an
exposure to what has happened since the cha-cha and the
bossa nova in our closest neighboring continent.

Wood yAllen Scores Again in Sleeper
a tea ball in his mouth) is amusing, but
by Mark Leemon
Woody Allen is the same character from Allen goes himself one better by playing
his pseudo-robot -with a Chaplinesque
• movie to movie: the sexually frustrated,
self-deprecating wisecracker who could mime that is as comically graceful as the
-have been sired by Groucho Marx out of little tramp himself.
Several wonderful Keystone Cops-style
Minnie Mouse. He is the timid, undersized
guy who, nonetheless, has a good deal of chase scenes follow, perfectly complemented by the ragtime music of the group
spunk.
In Sleeper, Allen's latest film, he adds a Allen performs with in real-life in New
non-verbal dimension to his lovable schle- York City.
Sleeper is a far more cohesive and susmiel. He portrays a present-day Greenwich Village clarinetist and health food tained whole than any of Allen's earlier
store proprietor who has been frozen in efforts, although some people may feel
suspended animation for 200 years. He is that it suffers in comparison to his masterawakened into a brave nowworld 'which piece of uneven hysteria, Bananas.
Although the action is set in the distant
immediately classifies him as an undesir"future, Allen takes the opportunity to
able in need of reprogramming.
Allen disguises himself as a household comment on the present. When asked by
robot who is delivered to the residence of his revivers to identify several photoa swinging single (played by Diane graphs from his own era, Allen indulges in
Keaton, the neurotic adulteress in Play It his old specialty of irreverent one-liners.
Thus, Charles DeGaulle was a famous
Again, Sam, and Allen's third wifedesignate). The contrast between the French chef who "had his own television
other robots and Allen (in whiteface with ,show." Billy Graham was "a personal

friend of God's. They used to double date
together." Norman Mailer was a great
writer who "donated his ego to the Har~'
vard Medical School."
However, the' film's biggest topical
laugh comes when Allen is shown a clip of
Nixon's Checkers Speech. It is explained
to him that while people think this man
might have been a president, they cannot
'be sure, since all the tapes from that
period have been erased.
Each of Allen's movies is enriched by at
'least one. particularly outstanding example of comic genius. In Take the Money
and Run, there is the scene of Allen playing a cello in a marching band, continuously trying to seat himself while catching
up to the rest of the band. In Bananas,
there is Howard Cosell covering a Latin
American assassination as an exclusive of
ABC's Wide World of Sports. In Play It
Again Sam, there is the embarrassing and
agonizingly funny gesture Allen makes
trying to impress a beautiful woman, only.

·to realize that he has thrown a record out
of its jacket and across the room .
Sleeper is no exception. At one point
Allen is captured and subjected to reprogramming. For some unexplained reason,
he is placed in the role of a Miss America
contestant. As the contest runs out its
usual suspense-and
as it becomes increasingly obvious that Allen is going to
win-the humor crescendos to the final
crowning of the new queen: Allen in robe
'and crown, holding a bouquet of roses. As
the camera closes in on his tear-streaked,
smiling face, the already howling audience
is reduced to a state of near paralysis.
Woody Allen's films are the best American comedies since the Marx brothers
made movies for Paramount Pictures
during the early Depression. Sleeper,
Allen's most ambitious project to date, is
further evidence that he deserves to be
'ranked with the giants of American
, humor.
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First Year-Race Draws 5 Candidates
Ellen Peter

Any substantive student initiAs one of the largest law
ated change within the law schools in the country, G.W. natschool must follow an effective urally. has a tendency to be
utilization of the student/faculty
impersonal. Possible ways to'
committee structure. A revival make our education 'more perof the relatively inactive Curric- sonal include reducing the size of
ulum Committee would provide a the legal rese~rch classes, confoundation for the development
trolling the size of other classes,
of some of the following pro- and initiating an advisory system.
posals:
In a legal research and writing
Legal Research Course as an
class
of 90 to 100 it is close to imintensive pre-classes orientation.
possible
to get the personal help
Law librarians
as well as
essential
to developing important
teaching fellows should be used
legal
skills.
A. smaller class, perto familiarize students with jurishaps
of
15
to 25, would be
prudence and specific research
techniques. Brief writing could responsive to this goal, and could
be incorporated into any of the give the first year law students
three first semester
classes, the personal interaction they
need in adjusting to the study of
allowing two units to be-attached
law.
Moreover, the creation of an
to a first semester course or to be
advisory
system to guide stufreed for an elective.
dents in choosing the appropriate
classes in the second' and third
year and in considering and preparing for possible employment
areas, merits SBA attention.

Increased advisory information. Basic publications such as
which state bar exams emphasize
which courses, and a system
matching faculty advisors with
stu'dents according to interest
and expertise.
Even distribution of "core"
classes between the fall and
spring semesters.
Hiring of more faculty to
reduce class size and to cope with
the surplus of first year students
(and their accompanying tuitjon
payments).
Of course the above list is a
mere sampling of areas which
SBA needs to broach.

'Nostalgia
Nights
.Friday & Saturday
February 8 & 9

Ross Delston

Oliver Long

John Shapleigh,

Marcia Hughes

A major concern at the
moment is the current inequality
of grade distribution in first year
sections. This affects eligibility
for Law Review, and of course
class rank. One possible alternative is to substitute a new presumption, that the students of
each section as a whole are comparable in their academic competence, for the current presumption that each section's professors are comparable in their
grading.
.

The excellence of a law school
is commonly measured by the
quality of its students, faculty,
and administration. The National.
Law Center fares well in this
regard. There is another critical
measure, however, that affects
the ability of a school to improve
the quality of life within the institution, and the NLC must do
better here. I refer to the quality
of interaction between the three
groups aforementioned,
both
institutional and informal.

Grade cu~ves. could, for e~.
ample, be equa~lzed ma.themati-.
cally, on the basis of section rank.
(If the top students in each of the
sections in torts received grades
. of 88,85,84, and 81, the mean for
class rank purposes would be
84.5. With this proposal, each of
the four students would be
assessed the 84.5 grade for the
purpose of rank. The process
would be repeated with the
second ranked students in each
of the torts sections, third
ranked, and so on.) There are
several other alternatives
as
well.
'"

What does the facuity and
administration think' about the
current curriculum? About the
grading system? About inadequacies in the Library? These
are quality of life questions of
great interest to all students, and
yet only SBA representatives on,
certain committees and students
whose professors pontificate in
class really interact and understand the faculty and administra-.
tion point of view. I think that
during this next year all three
Our burgeoning class size is a
groups must communicate on
serious problem, and in addition
critical issues' through articles
to working for a small legal
and letters in The Advocate,
research class, we must keep our
posting of faculty meeting minother classes from becoming
utes where all students may see
even larger. For example, the.
them, more itoticeableavailaConstitutional Law class size was
bility of the annual Dean's Rerecently enlarged, leaving only
port, perhaps open meetings
three sections. We should ques. between students, faculty, and
. tion why this happened and
administrative figures on a parattempt to prevent it in the
ticular issue, or even "public
future. It appears from the
hearings" of one kind or another.
present size' of important second
Under Carol Elder's leaderand third year classes that this
ship, last year's SBA went a long
problem will follow us through
way in expressing the student's
law school unless we take action
point of view to the faculty and
to prevent it.
administration
in a credible
Therefore, I think the student
manner. Next year's SBA must
body should work with the
continue to do so, and press for
administration and faculty to communication
from
these
. keep the classes as small as possi- groups. This is the only way that
ble, in researching alternatives
the critical int~raCtion necessary
to offer small legal research
to improvement in the quality of
classes, and in establishing an
life at this law school will occur. I
advisory system.
pledge myself to that end ..

Therefore, as Representative I
will continue working to improve
the substandard and inhumane
conditions in the present library.
You may remember a petition on
library problems circulating earlier inthe year, which I think has
gone far in attempting to remedy
some of the more immediate gaps
in library services. The new
copier on the second floor,
increased shelving efforts, and a
change machine on the first floor
are examples
of this new
responsiveness.
.

The essential purpose of the
SBA, as I view it, is to raise critical issues like this one, formalize
alternatives, and implement positive change.
An area in which the procedure
of identifying problems and pursuing improvements was most
There are a number of other
successful last semester is the ,issues
I plan to pursue if
library. The bill changer, new elected: I think that the percentage of women in the law school
third floor lamps and additional
should be comparable to the
copier are welcomed \ conven- general population. Assuming
iences. But important lobbying
that the Admissions Office is
remains to be done, and I am correct in saying that women are
willing to undertake it.
admitted in numbers proportionMore than supporting any par- ate to the.numbers who apply,
ticular program, I believe a recruiting, which goes on as a
representative should be respon- matter of course, should be
sive to student ideas, and willing stepped up, and more women
to invest substantial time in' encouraged to apply in order to
make up the difference.
carrying out student programs.
Last semester I feel I met this
A second issue which needs
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It is with a heavy heart that I
must regretfully
inform the
student body of the sad facts
which have recently come to
light. The Student Bar Association Physical Facilities Committee has regretfully decided not to
build a new library.
The reasons behind this decision are many, the alternatives
few. Notwithstanding the large
capital outlay which would be
required; the. attendant noise,
confusion, and general havoc
which come in the wake of such
an undertaking; and the gargantuan demands on the time and
patience which supervision of
such a project which would be
necessary, the plain fact is that
Time Is Of The Essence. The
completion of a new library to
replace "The Little Red Hothouse" presently serving as a
book depository would take too
long. We cannot wait.
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Seven Compete in At-Large Race
,i

Roy Baldwin
I'm happy that Tom Garza has
endorsed my candidacy. I have
considerable admiration and respectfor Tom, and! know he will
make a fine SBA President.
These are a few of the reasons
why I am running for SBA
At-large Representative:
d t h
1. At present a stu en w 0
receives a "D" or below in a
course is not allowed to repeat
that course. This is a ridiculous
situation. It means that an
individual is allowed to graduate
from this institution
without
having demonstrated professional competence in, a basic area of
b d
the law. lf a person gets a a
grade in a course he should be
allowed to repeat the entire'
course or just take the final for
the course at the next exam
period. whichever he chooses. I
sat on the Grade Reform Committee which drafted a proposal
allowing repeating of courses. I
endorse that proposal- and if
elected will lobby vigorously
with the Scholarship Committee
for its adoption.

2. At present faculty committee meetings are closed to the
public. This is also a ridiculous
situation. I can see no earthly
reason why the people who pay
the bills around here, namely the
students, shouldn't be allowed to
attend meetings that will decide
how they will be educated.
3. Teacher evaluations should
be published and distributed, as
.they are at Georgetown Law
School. It doesn't make any sense
to go to all the expense of
carrying out an evaluation survey if nothing is ever done with'
the results.

4, It also doesn't make any
sense to continue with the
library in its present inadequate
state. It's time to act on the
resolution passed by SBA last
semester. Hiring of an inadequate staff, replacement of stolen
books, and creation of more
study space, possibly in the new
University Library, are basic
reforms that cannot wait-until
next year.
These and other issues are too
important for us to fool around
with any longer. I will do a
conscientious job if elected, and
am looking forward to the
opportunity of making things a
little better around here for all of

.

•

Susie Foreman

Mike Brourman

I guess we've all heard the
Because I worked with the
not-so-flattering
remark
that Tom Garza-Scott Paseltiner slate
when law students get together,
in developing a platform before
even at a party, all they talk deciding to run instead as an'
about is law school! But when independent candidate, I agree
you get right down to it, that's with most of their proposals.
where we spend the majority of However, I would like to briefly
our waking hours, and it's the discuss a number of areas which
source of most of our aggrava- , are of particular importance to
tions, .frustrations,
and annoy- me:
ances. How many times have you
T'o Improve f'ee db ac k b etween
sat in the lounge and overheard
students and faculty, professors
people complaining about being should be required to make
unable to find courses to take, available to students all correctgrumbling about registration, or ed examinations, and topost a
lamenting over the inequalities
suggested answer for each exam.
in the present grading system?
The indication of a grade next to
The SBA is the only instru- an J.D. number does not provide
ment by which we can hope to a student with much meaningful
make our discontent known, and information.
therein lies the primary function
The regulations of this law
of the organization. There is a school provide that any student
plethora of problems that de- is entitled to take any elective
mand immediate attention: the course on a Credit/No Credit
disparities in grading, the lack of basis. The administration must
any advisory system, insufficieninsure that there is strict cornplicies in student-faculty relations,
ance with that regulation by all
and iriadequate students repre- faculty members.
'
sentation
on the admissions
As long as first-year grades
committee, just to name a few. are to be regulated by a curve
I' m not suggesting
. tat
h t h e SBA and ,stu"dents are assigned to
is a panacea for all our problems, sections arbitrarily on the basis
but it can be a start.
of their last names, the adminisThe organization serves a tration must insure that grades
second function, namely, to make between all sections are equitthe three or four years of each of able.
us will spend at the National Law
Too many basic upper-class
Center as pleasant as possible by courses are only offered in the
providing a broad range of fall. An effort should be made to
services: Anyone whose ever more equitably distribute these
checked the prices at the G.W. courses
to provide
greater
bookstore can appreciate the course selection in the spring. In
SBA book exhange, and every- addition,
the
administration
one who is planning to be back in must insure 'that sufficient seethe fall can make use of a frank
tions are available to accommoand honest course' evaluation, date all students. Lasy year 75-80
booklet. The scope is to be second-year students were shut
widened institute a speakers
out of Trusts and Estates. That
program and arrange some pure- can't be repeated.
ly-fun activities.
Admittedly, the SBA in the
past has not been the most
dynamic or respected body, but I
Participation
in a student
believe that can be changed.
governance system is a form of
With all that needs to be conspiracy not foreign to myself.
changed, we can't afford NOT to I have always felt collectivism in
change it.
the spirit of community personal-.
ly rewarding. The Student Bar
.Association through combined
Judd Kutcher
efforts allows the possibility of
constructive interplay between
issues. I feel it a serious matter
that the spectrum of student
populus be represented as issues ,
and imbalances become apparent
and are tempered into shape. '

LouisFrancis

Impeachment
Conference
All students who would like to
help plan a National Lawyer's
Conference on Impeach~ent a~e
cordially invited to bring their
ideas to Room 20, Stockton Hall,
Thursday night, Feb. 7" at 8:00
p.rn,
lf you can't

come, but are
. terested in the idea, call Roy
10
• f
Baldwin at 659-4376 for 10 o:matjon.

John Gunther

This law school operates at a
healthy profit-last year approximately $500,000. In light of that,
students have a right to know
why tuition needs to be raised,
and what efforts have been made
to provide for additional faculty
to accommodate the increased
size of the student body.
''Any discrimination in admission policy on the basis of sex
cannot be tolerated. Any favoritism in admissions policy must be
eliminated.
Two worthwhile
steps to help accomplish these
ends' would be the appointment
of a student voting member to
the admissions committee, and
full disclosure by the administration as to what admissions
policies are.
Complaints of racial or sex
discrimination by firms interviewing at the school must be
thoroughly investigated, and any
firms adjudged guilty of such
practices must be prohibited
from using the facilities of the
placement office.
The number of allowable credit
-hours in clinical law should be
increased to enable students to
more fully take advantage of the
clinical programswhicn
have
helped so much in developing the
school's national reputation. Law
can be more than a way to earn a
living. It can be an instrument
for social change, and clinical
programs can play an important
role for students who are, motivated in that direction.
Health insurance at some
Washington
schools is both
cheaper and more comprehensive than the present program
here. All of the possible alternatives should be explored, and the
most
desirable
replacement
chosen.
At the present time, the
facilities of the G.W.U. Hospital
Clinic (not the school clinic) are
only available to students who
meet the' financial' criteria and
live within. a geographic area
whose boundaires exclude most
law students. The clinic should
be available to all students who
meet the financial requirements.

The following are some items
which concern many law students at the National Law Center
, and which I feel strongly' about:
1. I feel that most students are
thoroughly disgusted with the
arbitrary grading system which
places one student against another. Most law students feel
that they have reached a point in
their educational career where
grades are utterly without value.
Law students today are among
the highest qualified students in
the country and they should not
be subjected to an infantile
'grading system. In order to
eliminate this system without,
'seriously
hurting
GWU law
student, I would encourage the
SBA to contact student organizations at other schools and try to
set up a meeting to push through
a pass/fail system for 'a'll law
schools.
.

Write
For
Us!

3. The SBA should ask the
Administration of the law school
to put into effect a more balanced
schedule of classes. This past
year it seemed that there were
many more popular courses
offered in the fall than in the
spring.

2. Because my first goal will
take a long time to achieve, I feel
that several less fundamental
changes must be made in the
grading system in the meantime.
For example, what is the justification for having a requirement
that a person who decides to take
a course, Credit/No Credit reo
ceive a 65 to pass, while a person
who does not elect this option can
pass with a 55? If the only
justification is to discourage
people from taking a course
Credit/No Credit, I feel that this
is contrary to the purpose of
having this option available.
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GALP
Conference

~CraigSchillerL'-(
Over the past three semesters,
I have been an exceedingly
active and vocal member of the
SBA. In 1972-73, I was particularly concerned with one plight
of first year students-the
Monday through Thursday afternoon
class, which I helped abolish.
This academic year, I concentrated on helping to improve the
unfortunate physical facilities of
the Law School. .. to the end
that some small improvements
have surfaced: new soda machines, a change machine, some
new chairs, and a sandwich
machine & microwave oven to be
installed in the student lounge
shortly..
I am vehemently opposed to
the new grading "guidelines"
which certain student members
of the SBA were benighted
enough to accept. .. thus bringing the Law School a new era of
enforced, mediocrity whereby
every student in a large class can

'I Write For Us!
,__

On Saturday, March 16, GALP
(Group on Alternative Law Practice) will hold its second annual
conference on, alternative law
practice. GALP, formed last year
by students at Catholic University, has been acting as an
information clearinghouse
for
those interested in the practice
of law in forms other than, the
traditional ones. Information on
the group or the upcoming
conference can be obtained from
Fran Hillabrant at 333-.1257.

be assured of having hisgrade no
higher or lower than that of
' anyone else.
Instead of a fixed and arbitrary formula to limit grading
discretion, I would establish a
Grade Review Board. composed
of students, faculty, and administration to review only excepby Sue Stanford
tionally outrageous grading aCelebrate
Valentine's
Day
buses.
, Weekend with the Law Spouses.
I should like your vote to They are sponsoring a party for
all married students and their
pursue these objectives.
spouses at the home of Steve and
Paula Sokolic at 5562 Ascot
Court, #120, Alexandria" Virginia. Direction from downtown
D.C. afe: South on 1-95 to
. Seminary Road; West on Seminary to the first light; Left on
Beauregard to the second light;
Left on Sanger; Immediate right
onto Ascot Court; The building is
the next to the last on the left.
The club is providing the mix for
B.Y.O. In case you get lost. or
have any questions. the Sokolics
may be reached at 931-9096. The
festivities begin at 8 p.m.

Law Spouses'
Notes
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"TEACH- OUR CHILDREN'"
About the Attica Revolt,
FREE
. Friday, February 8,1974

1:00 P;M.

2127,G Street N.W.

BPU Bldg.

Room 215

LS01-"-----

-----A

LORTON

A poetry reading

INNER
VOICES

Friday, February 8, 1974
8:00P.M.
Admission:
50 cents at the door
Marvin Center Ballroom
.
Sponsored by Committee on Special Programming,

.
Prog~am Board

At the Top of the
University
. '.,

Center

~'

c-:

~~.J

,:,HarveY Hubca~~'
~"
and thef
..~
~i Do-Ro~-R~n
!

:1

J

the ,

The Americ4n Red Cross

--:..-

':1
Oldies Weekend ',~
',-," cover charge-$.25
,j,
j"" : 9 p.m.-Friday & Sat.

~
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GWU DRAmA DEPT. PRESEnTS
ATTENTION NEW DONORS: Please make appointment for initial donation to facilitate medical examlnationby our physician.

'------....,.--------....,.--------...-.;;.

TIIREE PENNY

OPERA

George Washington University
Press proudly announces
publication of

BY HURT WEill fl
BERTHOlD BRECHT

A MEDICAL
CENTER

Feb. 4-10, 8:00 PM
Mat. Feb. 9, 2:00 PM

by
Elmer Louis Kayser

Marvi'n Theater
21st& H Sts. N.W.

.and cordially invites you to attend
a celebration of the event.

FQf.

Copies of the history will be available
and the author will inscribe them.

676-6177

Friday, February 8, 1974, 12:30 to 3:00
-'.... -

.

The George Washington Book Store
Ground Floor Marvin Center
800 21st. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C:2oo37
Dean Kayser's book, Bricks -Without Straw,
will also be available.

Reservations:

"An incredibly
outrageous show of beggars,
tarts, and corruption."
blocks from the White House
4 blocks from Watergate
*Groups Rates Available **Dinner - and
r ~

....

•

Box Office Open Daily
10 AM·6 PM '
Tickets $3.00 Gen. Ad.
$1.50 Students, and
Senior Citizens
Theater

Evenings .Feb. 4-8.

fotlReservations

CaB 676-6610

